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Abstract 

In recent years, WeChat App is used widely as a convenient communication tool, however 
most attention to WeChat is paid on the commercial value, few to the academic research. 
Moreover, there are very few studies about identifying adolescent character traits from 
WeChat data. For the above, a method of determining character traits is proposed. We 
discuss the characteristics of data from status, content and neighbour of account data, and 
extract features. Then Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), K Nearest 
Neighbour (KNN), and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithms are used to classify 
them according to their contributions to traits. Experimental results show that the means of 
classification based on data features can effectively identify character traits. 

Keywords: feature extraction, classification algorithms, dataset character 
traits. 
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1. Overview 

WeChat is an app developed by the Tencent. It can send short 
information, text, voice, picture, and video to friends. With the rapid 
development of mobile communication and network technology, WeChat 
grows more powerful gradually, and it is widely used in recent years. 
Adolescent are important users because of their curiosity about new 
things and their acceptance, so WeChat has become very important 
communication way. However, young people are unsophisticated and 
poor self-discipline, they are exerted a tremendous influence. 

On one hand, many researches focus on WeChat’s commercial value, 
functional modules, communication modes and features, software 
applications and implementations, network architecture, etc. However, 
there are few researches paying attention to character traits based on 
WeChat. On the other hand, adolescent’s dependence on WeChat and 
cellphone, as well as their rebellious against concerns from seniority, 
make researches become an effective way of identifying their characters 
and guiding them to the favorable development. 

In this paper, we study the original data in WeChat app from some 
adolescent. We propose a method of character recognition based on the 
feature analysis. The work includes: We study the characters of accounts 
data from status, content and neighbours, and build the original feature 
dataset. Then we test and evaluate the effect of our method in variety 
algorithms. In the paper, we only distinguish introvert with extrovert. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews 
some related work. Section 3 describes the framework of our method. 
Section 4 presents analysis and extraction progress of feature set. In 
Section 5, the experimental results are discussed. Conclusions are made 
in Section 6. 
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2. Related Works 

WeChat is developed in recent years as a convenient communication 
way. High interest is paid since it comes out, however the academic 
discussion and researches are few. In inquiry system of known online, we 
find some related works focused on WeChat’s characteristics of the 
propagation [1], mechanism of transmission [2-4], presentation of 
commercial marketing [5], and functional mode [6]. A few works on 
challenges and developing ways about the ideological and political 
education, discussed from functional modules [7]. There is little works on 
research about the thinking way and character traits, let alone 
systematic analysis character traits from WeChat data. 

WeChat’s evaluations and expectations abroad are high. It is 
considered to a killer application, because if one uses, all of his friends 
will use. In order to contact and communication with friends, he needs to 
use continuously. However, the foreign study and attention to WeChat 
are focused on business. Academic research are precious little [8, 9]. Only 
several papers are published in foreign journals or meetings, and they 
are finished by Chinese researchers. These studies are about framework 
[10, 11], function modules [12, 13], behaviours of users [14] and 
application in ESP training [15], market [16, 1], latent evidences, etc   
[17-19]. These papers discuss mainly about communicational way, design 
and implementation of application software, function analysis, network 
architecture, etc. They reflect no culture and psychological characteristics. 

3. Framework of Character Recognition 

The paper draws ideas of classification and feature extraction in data 
mining [20]. It integrates characteristics analysis into classification 
knowledge. Then it proposes the character recognition framework based 
on WeChat data. The framework is shown in Figure. 1. 
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Figure 1. The framework of character recognition. 

As can be seen from Figure 1, the frame breaks up into data 
preparation, feature analysis, feature extraction, classification and 
identification. 

(1) Data preparation: The data collected from terminal units are 
treated with several processes, including eliminating or formalizing 
information of locations, transaction records, passwords, photo albums, 
and other privates. 

(2) Feature analysis: The process includes analyzing the feature of 
data respectively reflecting the status, content, neighbour of accounts. 

(3) Feature extraction: The object of the process is to find feature set 
employing extraction techniques. 

(4) Classification and identification: The process includes selecting 
better sort algorithms, determining the corresponding relationships of 
data characteristics and character traits, evaluating the performance of 
sort algorithms. 

4. Data Characteristics 

To study the relationship between data characteristics and character 
traits, as comprehensive and accurate as possible, the paper analyzes 
data separately from status, content and neighbours of accounts to build 
the feature set. 
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4.1. Feature of account status 

The status of account reflects the basic information in the field of 
updates of status, praises and comments, levels of speak, active friends, 
links in circle of friend, public accounts of concerned, transactions etc. 
Main information can significantly make the difference between 
character traits. 

To extrovert users, updates of status information are of frequent 
occurrence. The relationships with others are close. Every message they 
released will attract a lot of friends to reply or comment. Every link they 
transmitted will be spread widely in a minute. Friends in list are added 
on their own initiative. They prefer to transmit links to share with 
others. However, to introvert, they prefer to collect links in case of need. 
To distinguish extrovert and introvert obviously, two new features are set 
as base of basic information about account. That is Activity and Rigor. 
These subjects are as follows: 

Activity: The interpersonal relationship and ability of expression are 
reflected in the number and frequency of praises, comments and status 
updates; in the proportion of friends active and on their own initiative; in 
the ratio of collect links and transmit links, of speak records and all 
records in chat group, of speak length and spacing interval. Generally 
speaking, the measure of Activity of the extrovert users is higher than 
the introverts. 

Rigor: The safety consciousness is expressed as the frequency of 
transaction; as the proportion of hits of links or software collecting 
information; as the close rate of various security buttons. Generally 
speaking, the measure of Rigor of the extrovert users is lower than the 
introverts. 

The partial characteristics of the status are described as the 
cumulative distribution function (CDF) curve in Figure 2 about the 
extroverts and introverts. 
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(a) Status update 

 

(b) Praises and comments 
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(c) Activity 

 

(d) Rigor 

Figure 2. The cumulative distribution function curve of account status. 
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4.2. The feature of account content 

The feature of account content refers to the theme of users concern 
and interest. It can be expressed as the category of public accounts 
concerned, of the content of users’ status, of links transmitted and 
collected. From amount of data, it can be decided that those who prefer to 
concern beer and skittles mostly are extrovert, those who prefer to 
psychological or logical reasoning mostly are introvert. To represent the 
features of account contents better, here cites the 0 to 4 score rule to 
decide the score of content. Particularly, 4 says the extrovert, 3 the fairly 
extrovert, 2 the fairly introvert, 1 the introvert. 

The partial characteristics of the account content are described as the 
cumulative distribution function curve in Figure 3 about the extroverts 
and introverts. 
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(a) Status 

 

(b) Links 
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(c) Public account 

Figure 3. The cumulative distribution function curve of account content. 

4.3. The feature of account neighbours 

The feature of account neighbours expresses the account concerned 
and been concerned. It can be expressed as the number of active friends, 
as the links transmitted and been transmitted, as the measure of Activity 
and Rigor of friends. These features can effectively reflect the neighbour 
accounts. To a degree, these also reflect features of one’s own account. 
Under normal field conditions, friends of the extrovert mostly are active, 
and get a high score of Activity. 

The partial characteristics of the account neighbours are described as 
the cumulative distribution function curve in Figure 4 about the 
extroverts and introverts. 
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(a) Rigor 

 

(b) Activity 
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(c) Links 

Figure 4. The cumulative distribution function curve of account neighbours. 

The paper analysis the information of account from the features of 
account status, account contents and account neighbours. It extracts 33 
features to illustrate the difference between the extrovert and the 
introvert personality. Due to the diversity of selected features, the range 
of characteristics has large differences. It will make the accuracy of 
classification decline if use features without processing. Therefore, all the 
characteristics must be normalized before use. The detail is as follows: If 
feature value is F, the normalized value is ( ).10 += FlgF  

The 33 features are as follows: 

(1) The features of account status attributes are including: 

Number of friends: ( ).1 uYnF =  

Number of status update: ( ).2 uZgF =  

Average of status update: ,/ minmax23 TTFF −=  where minmax TT −  

denotes the span time of date.  
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Number of praises and comments: ( ).5 uPzF =  

Number of friends to praises and comments: ( ).6 uPYnF =  
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Number of responses to praises and comments: ( ).9 uRPYnF =  

Number of public account concerned: ( ).10 uGzF =  

Total number of speakers in a chat group: ( ).11 uYznF =  

Number of statements: ( ),,12 iuYnF =  where i denotes the number of 

the i-th particular statement. 

Levels of speakers: ( ).13 uSdF =  

Length of statements: ( ) ( ),,1,
12

112
14 iuStFiuYlF

F

i
∑
=

==  where ( )iuSt ,  

denotes the time of the i-th particular statement. 

Time of statement last: ( ) ,, 2115 ii TTiuYgF −==  where ,, 21 ii TT  

respectively denotes the beginning and end time of the i-th particular 
statement. 

Number of transmitted links: ( ).16 uTlF =  

Number of collected links: ( ).17 uClF =  

Number of transactions: ( ).18 uEnF =  
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Rate of unsafe links: ( ) ( ),/19 uUSluUSlpF =  where ( ) ( ),, uUSluUSlp  

respectively denote the clicks and totals of unsafe links. 

Close rate of security buttons: ( ) ( ),/20 uSNnuSNnpF =  where 

( ) ( ),, uSNnuSNnp  respectively denote the number of security buttons 

shut down and totals. 

Number of friends added on one’s own initiative: ( ).21 uNFAoF =  

Activity: ( ) ,21,17,16,15,13,8,6,4,1,9
1

22 === ∑ jFauAF jj  where 

ja  is the weighting factor. 

Rigor: ( ) .20,19,18,3
1

23 === ∑ jFauUAF jj  

(2) The features of the account content status attributes, including as 
follows: 

Score of category of public account concerned: ( ) ∑== iuGzhF 1
24  

( ),, ipi uusima  where ( )ip uusim ,  denotes the similarity of category of 

public account concerned and themes, themes iu  are food, entertainment, 

shopping, travel, logic, adventure, psychology, health and others. 

Score of status content: ( ) ( ),,1
25 isi uusimaiuZghF ∑==  where 

( )is uusim ,  denotes the similarity of status content and themes. 

Score of links content transmitted and collected: ( ) iuLjhF 1
26 ==  

( ),, ili uusima∑  where ( )il uusim ,  denotes the similarity of links 

content and themes. 

(3) The features of account neighbours, including as follows: 

Number of active friends: ( ),27 uAYF =  where u is regarded as 

active friend just as his Activity ( ) ,5.0≥uA  his Rigor ( ) .5.0≤uUA  
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Rate of active friends: ./ 12728 FFF =  

Activity of friends: ( ),,29 iuYAF =  where ( )iuYA ,  denotes the 

Activity of the i-th friend. Rigor of friends: ( ),,30 iuYAUF =  where 

( )iuYAU ,  denotes the Rigor of the i-th friend. 

Average of links transmitted: ( ) ( ) ./ minmax31 TTuTluJSlF −==  

Number of links been transmitted: ( ).32 uATlF =  

Average of links been transmitted: ( ) ( ) ./ minmax33 TTuATluJATlF −==   

5. Experimental Results and Analysis 

5.1. Dataset 

The raw data here are from the mobile terminals. The data have been 
de-noised before use. The characteristics are extracted with mining 
algorithms of latent semantic analysis (LSA), stored in the appropriate 
database. To reduce the run time and run space, we only adopt the last 
two months of data from the account records. Previous studies [21] have 
shown that section of data can reflect the overall characteristics to some 
extent. 

The task of the paper is to distinguish between extrovert and 
introvert. When data are collected users have to make the self-
assessment. Ultimately, we collected 536 users’ data. The experiments 
are repeated with several algorithms. Results are compared with the self-
assessments. Here data are used as training sets and test sets 
alternately. 

5.2. Evaluation 

Since we study users’ characters, we only have users’ self-evaluation 
results. We cannot decide whether those are consistent with facts. 
Therefore, we compare the self-assessments with the test results, and 
select the larger value as the actual result. Table 1 shows the confusion 
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matrix of the actual and the self-assessments. Precise rate P, recall rate 
R, accuracy rate A, and metric F1 are as the evaluation indicators. Their 
mathematical formulas are as follows: 

./21,/,/,/ RPPRFdcbadaAbaaRcaaP +=++++=+=+=  

Table 1. The confusion matrix of the actual and the self-assessments 

 self-assessment results 

actual results extrovert introvert 

extrovert a b 

introvert c d 

5.3. Analysis 

To judge the assessments of the feature subset, we do experiments on 
the feature set based on four classification algorithms of NB (Naive 
Bayes), SVM (Support Vector Machine), KNN   (K Nearest Neighbour,) 
and PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization), using 10-fold cross-validation 
alternately. The classified results of character traits are shown in Figure 5. 
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(a) Precise rate 

 

(b) Recall rate 
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(c) Accuracy rate 

 

(d) F1 metric 

Figure 5. Comparison of different algorithms on the original feature set. 
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As can be seen from Figure 5, the differences of different algorithms 
are little. All algorithms are effective, where the best is PSO. Its precise 
rate P is 96%, recall rate R is 96%, accuracy rate A is 94%, and metric F1 
is 96%. So, the method of based on data feature analysis can effectively 
identify the character traits. The accuracy rates of the test results are 
different with the actual results. There are may be these factors that 
users do not understand themselves, users have double characters, 
classification algorithms are defective, numerical methods and 
combinations of feature extraction need improvement. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we analysis WeChat data deeply and propose a new 
method based on data features to identify the user personality. It 
extracts features from account status, account content, account 
neighbours. Then, it employs different classification algorithms to 
evaluate the performance of the feature set. Experiments show that the 
method presented here can effectively identify the users’ character traits. 
The next step of our work we will gradual refine the classification of 
characters to make a better appropriate assessment, improve method of 
extracting and combining features to obtain a better effect, and prepare 
for subsequent data work. 
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